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Once dropped into the ocean, SAVER will autonomously navigate towards the
Advanced Next-Generation Emergency Locator beacon, worn by every NASA astro-
naut, that emits a 121.5 MHz distress signal. Using a rotating directional loop antenna
SAVER is able to detect and identify the direction of the distress beacon and navigate
itself towards the signal source. The autonomous navigation system is dependent on
several electrical, and mechanical systems to function properly and presents a novel
systems engineering problem. Given testing limitations, NASA requires that SAVER
is designed to operate indoors and with an umbilical power supply. The radio direction
finding (RDF) system demonstrated the ability to accurately identify the direction of
a 121.5MHz distress signal. Upon completion, SAVER demonstrated the ability to
accurately navigate towards a distress signal with approximately a 50% success rate
when starting in the forward direction. Unsuccessful tests were primarily caused by
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1 Introduction
1.1 Project Definition & Value
In 2020, a total of six astronauts were sent to the International Space Station (ISS) aboard
commercial rockets, a great achievement in human spaceflight. Advances within the space
industry are expected to continue as NASA strives to develop lunar outposts through its
Artemis program. As a result, human spaceflight is expected to become much more com-
monplace in coming years. This increase in manned spaceflight necessitates more robust
safety measures during a rocket launch and better equipped Search-and-Rescue (SAR)
forces to respond to potential rocket launch aborts [5]. According to a NASA study, 14
out of 28 launch abort scenarios culminate in a capsule splashdown and emergency egress
in the open ocean [10]. In an interview for the project, former NASA astronaut Dr. Jay
C. Buckey emphasized that launch aborts are violent procedures, during which the crew
capsule may become damaged and present a hazardous environment to its passengers; in
this case, the astronaut crew is required to egress from its capsule and enter the water. Now
floating in the ocean, the astronauts are at risk of drifting and becoming isolated from their
capsule and fellow crew members [7]. Launch aborts are unpredictable because they are
unplanned and can occur at any point in a rocket’s trajectory. Due to the expansive region
in which such a splashdown could occur, it can take SAR forces up to 4 hours to reach the
capsule splashdown/egress location and directly attend to the astronauts [10]. During this
time, the astronauts may have drifted up to 28km from their capsule or fellow crew mem-
bers, becoming isolated at sea [10]. NASA SAR Deputy Mission Manager Tony Foster
reported that SAR forces will launch a video-equipped Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) to
obtain visuals at the scene of the splashdown prior to putting first responders at risk. While
this UAV can travel quickly and minimizes operational risks, it is unable to make direct
contact with the astronaut(s) to deliver communication equipment, additional flotation, or
medical supplies [11].
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Problem Statement: In the event of an unplanned maritime egress (launch abort, con-
tingency landing, etc.), astronauts may be isolated from the crew module. In this rescue
scenario, separated crew members will not receive immediate and direct assistance due to
current SAR limitations.
While launch aborts and off-nominal splashdowns are rare events, the probability of
injury associated with these events is considerable. Should one of these emergency sce-
narios occur, there is a 56% chance of minor injury, 39% chance of moderate injury, 17%
chance of severe injury, and 6% chance of life-threatening injury [10]. Astronauts forced
to perform an emergency egress from their capsule post-splashdown will not be in optimal
health condition as they drift in the ocean and wait for SAR forces to arrive. It is there-
fore crucial, after an emergency splashdown, that NASA develop the capability to rapidly
supply these vulnerable astronauts with survival tools, such as water and a medical kit to
treat dehydration, nausea, and potential injuries. SAVER serves to provide NASA with this
capability and helps address risks that are pertinent due to the expected increase in human
spaceflight in the coming years.
Figure 1: Depiction of the events in a launch abort scenario. The red box indicates the phase of the
scenario that requires SAVER’s use.
SAVER’s theoretical mission profile can be broken into three phases: First, SAVER will
be transported via UAV and deployed within 100m of the stranded astronaut [9]. Second,
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SAVER will autonomously navigate towards the signal emitted by the astronaut’s ANGEL
beacon. Finally, SAVER will rendezvous with the astronaut(s) and shut down, allowing
them to access the survival payload: drinking water, a medical kit, survival radio, a spare
Advanced Next-Generation Emergency Locator (ANGEL) beacon, and a Life Preserver
Unit (LPU) for extra flotation [3]. Analysis of each mission segment led to the development
of design-independent requirements that SAVER must meet in order to fulfill its purpose
as a SAR force multiplier (Table 1).
Requirements Specifications Method of Verification
Able to be carried by a medium-
sized UAV Weigh less than 13.6 kg (30 lbs) Mass data from final CAD design
Survive drop deployment into
water
Composite construction to sur-
vive water impact from a height
of 4.6 m (15 ft)
Physical drop test and dynamics
analysis
Detect 121.5 MHz ANGEL bea-
con signal
Onboard RDF system will deter-
mine the relative heading to the
astronaut




Closed-loop heading control and
open-loop speed control Control system pool test
Be seaworthy
When dropped, consistently
lands on the underside and have
positive stability through 80◦ of
heel
Dynamics simulation, scale
model testing, pool and field
testing
Capable of carrying necessary
survival equipment to the astro-
naut
Minimum hull volume of 13,000
cm3
CAD model analysis and packing
test
Complete a mission with suffi-
cient power
For testing purposes NASA re-
quires that SAVER be powered
by a 12V, 25A tether
Powe cable pool test and battery
sizing
Table 1: Design-independent requirements and specifications. Highlighted cells are the areas of
focus of this report
This report focuses on the design and implementation of the autonomous navigation and
power systems as well as the construction of the composite hull. To ensure the efficacy of
SAVER, the electrical subsystems were designed and tested individually before integration
into SAVER. With the careful completion of the composite hull the electrical system was
integrated with the mechanical steering system and the entire device was then tested with
an umbilical power supply. Currently, SAVER is awaiting its test date at the Johnson Space
Center (JSC) Neutral Buoyancy Lab (NBL) in Houston, Texas, where it will be assessed
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under NASA’s controlled conditions. NASA’s testing environment was simulated at the
Dartmouth Zimmerman pool.
2 Subsystem design
The autonomous navigation system was broken down into three primary electrical subsys-
tems: The RDF system, which is responsible for determining the direction of the 121.5MHz
distress signal; the control system, which uses the signal source direction information from
the RDF system to control the heading of SAVER; and the power system, which ensured
SAVER’s power consumption needs were met. The custom composite layup consisted of
the construction of a hull negative mold and the composite fiberglass hull itself.
2.1 Radio direction finding
2.1.1 Loop antenna
Figure 2: Small loop antenna radiation pattern [2].
The direction of the 121.5 MHz signal emitted by the ANGEL beacon can be identified
by making use of a small loop antenna: a class of antennas that’s total circumference C
is shorter than the signal wavelength λ [2]. The antenna is a small loop tuned to resonate
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with a capacitor [2]. The small loop antenna primarily interacts the magnetic portion of
the incident electromagnetic waves. By shielding the antenna the ”antenna affect” which
causes the loop to act like a monopole antenna is eliminated [2]. Due to the resonance of
the antenna, the ideal received signal power in decibels is described as
P = Pmax sin2(θ), (1)
where P is the received signal power, Pmax is received signal strength when the plane of the
antenna is parallel to the signal, and θ is the angle between the normal vector of the plane
of the antenna and the direction to the signal source [2]. Figure (2) shows the small loop
antenna’s normalized radiation pattern, in the far-field where the distance to the signal is
much greater than λ . The received signal strength is theoretically zero, or null, when the
incident electromagnetic wave is parallel to the vector normal to the loop (θ = 0°, θ = 180°).
When the wave is perpendicular to the vector normal to the plane of the antenna (θ = 90°, θ
= 270°), the received signal strength is maximized. The loop antenna is symmetrical about
180◦ meaning that the antenna can identify the line that passes through both the signal
source and the antenna but is unable to detect an absolute direction with a measurement
from a single location [12]. This symmetry leads to one of the design limitations of the
RDF system.
2.1.2 Potential RDF solutions
When determining the best approach to find the direction of a signal near 121.5MHz three
possibilities were identified. The pseudo Doppler array, a fixed offset two directional loop
antenna array, and a single rotating directional loop antenna.
The pseudo Doppler array makes use of the Doppler effect to identify the direction of
origin of a signal and does so with no moving parts [4]. The array consists of a minimum
of four antennas that are arranged in a square (if more antennas are added the array will
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begin to take the shape of a circle). The antennas are sampled individually at a very high
rate to simulate a single antenna rotating around in a circle at a high frequency. If, for
example, the antennas were sampled at a rate of 500Hz an FM receiver could be connected
to the system and produce a 500Hz audio tone. Electronically, the system can identify
the zero crossings of the tone, or where the Doppler shifts are zero by calculating the
phase shift of the received signal [4]. With this information, the system can discern the
direction of the signal source. The array requires that the antennas are spaced close to λ4
apart for the target wavelength. For a 121.5MHz signal, that would translate to an antenna
spacing of 61cm which would be too wide for the ideal width of SAVER of 30.48cm.
Additionally, the complicated signal processing and programming needed to operate the
pseudo Doppler array requires operating system based Software Defined Radios (SDRs)
which would be difficult to interface with a microcontroller. These two factors disqualified
the pseudo Doppler array as a potential solution.
The fixed offset loop antenna array is comprised of two identical directional loop an-
tennas, rotated so they are perpendicular and mirror the long axis of SAVER, and fixed to
the hull of SAVER. The design leverages the known radiation pattern of a loop antenna and
is based on the hypothesis that the direction of the incoming signal can be determined by
comparing the received signals of the two antennas. Theoretically, this analysis should be
possible; finding the difference between the received signals and normalizing them should
allow for the direction to the transmitter to be determined. Assuming that one antenna is
offset 45◦ from the long axis of SAVER and the other is offset by −45◦, then the angle





where P1 and P2 are the power of the received signals for each antenna. The direction of
the beacon relative to SAVER’s heading is θ1 +φ1 where φ1 is the angle of offset between
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antenna 1 and the long axis of SAVER.
While the design was conceived on a solid theoretical foundation, the first prototype
of the system yielded less promising results. The fixed offset array was tested by moving
a walkie-talkie transmitting at 462.5MHz, a temporary substitute for an ANGEL beacon,
counter-clockwise around the array and collecting data on the received signal strength.
Figure 3: Results from fixed antenna array directionality test. Red dot shows the minimum of the
left antenna signal (top) and blue dot shows the minimum of right antenna signal (bottom).
Ultimately the test revealed that at its current state, the system was unable to accurately
reproduce the theoretical radiation pattern of the loop antenna. The nulls of each antenna
were observed but at most intermediate angles, the received signal strength did not follow
any clearly defined or predictable curve. The test also revealed that the antennas themselves
were not identical or properly impedance matched adding to the difficulty of trying to com-
pare the two signals to determine an absolute direction of the transmitter. These limitations
ultimately warranted a new design approach; however, after some insights gained later in
the design process this solution may have more promise than was thought after the initial
prototype test.
The final RDF design solution, and ultimately the one implemented as a part of SAVER,
is the rotating directional loop antenna. The rotating directional loop antenna was con-
ceived in the attempt to alleviate the complexities on the back end of the fixed offset antenna
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array. The design traded in the complicated signal processing and SDRs for a mechanical
rotating system, an analog logarithmic power detector, and a bandpass filter.
2.1.3 Antenna rotator
The rotator system was relatively simple and was designed to ensure that the antenna could
be rotated accurately, and so that the orientation of the antenna was a known quantity.
Figure 4: The antenna rotator system comprising of a stepper motor, optical encoder, and 3D printed
antenna mount
I selected a stepper motor with multi-stepping capabilities to rotate the antenna for
increased position control accuracy. The motor will be operating close to no-load torque
as the antenna itself weighs around 100g and thus the load torque was not a key parameter
for the motor selection. The primary limiting factor in selecting the stepper was that the
optical encoder I had available was designed for a 14
′′




shaft steppers could withstand the minimal load that the antenna posed. The stepper
was selected to operate at no more than 28V and 2.5A which were the power limits of the
stepper motor control board used.
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The optical encoder is a US Digital E4T encoder with 800 divisions per revolution. The
encoder allows the microcontroller to obtain rotation information about the antenna and
map it to the received signal strength as it rotates around. The encoder was also essential
as it would keep track of how the stepper motor might drift in its step position over time as
the antenna rotates back and forth. I selected an encoder to go over the shaft of the motor
to keep the base free for ease of mounting it to the interior of SAVER.
Figure 5: The antenna rotator mount displayed upside down from how it would mount on the stepper.
The antenna rotator mount connects the directional loop antenna to the stepper motor
itself. The mount is designed to allow screws to connect the antenna base block to the
rotator mount. The part can also hold a shaft collar in the base (top of figure (5)) to allow
for a secure connection to the motor shaft. The antenna rotator mount was 3D printed to
allow for a cheap and light weight part.
Together, the motor, encoder, and mount make up the mechanical design that allows
the directional loop antenna to rotate. By rotating the antenna, signal strength data can be
obtained and mapped to a relative angle of the antenna. Analysis of this data will allow for
the direction of the signal source to be obtained.
While the rotator system is essential for providing the microcontroller with the much
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needed rotation information about the antenna, the system must also accurately obtain the
received signal strength at each step point in the receiver’s rotation. The collection of the
signal strength information and communicating it to the microcontroller poses an analog
and digital electronics problem.
Figure 6: Side profile of the full RDF system
In order to measure the signal strength of the received signal, the design makes use
of a logarithmic power detector. The logarithmic power detector takes the received RF
signal as input and outputs a DC voltage on a linear scale of [25mVdB ] with a range of −74dB
to +18dB. The analog signal of the power detector cannot be directly measured by the
Raspberry Pi microcontroller as it does not have an on board analog to digital converter
(ADC). To solve this problem, the analog signal from the power detector is fed into an
ADC which is connected to the Raspberry Pi via the SPI bus. With the antenna rotator,
power detector, and the ADC functioning, the system was tested inside a large structure,
the Leverone Field House, to simulate the NBL indoor environment.
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Figure 7: Leverone test: signal strength as a function of antenna rotation with no transmitter.
Figure 8: Leverone test: signal strength as a function of antenna rotation with transmitter activated
and corrected for the background noise.
The antenna rotator system was placed near the ground and rotated back and forth
with no transmitter activated to get a sense of what the ambient RF environment looked
like. The data indicate that with no filtering or RF shielding there is considerable RF
noise present that is measured by the system. The noise is also not completely random,
there is also directional noise seen around 110◦ indicating that there was something in
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the building emitting RF signals that the antenna could detect. This indicates that in an
indoor environment, like at the NBL, SAVER will need to be able to filter out both white
and directional noise. Our transmitter was then turned on and the antenna again swept
through 180◦ of arc and recorded signal strength data. The background signal obtained in
the control test was then subtracted from the data and displayed in figure (8). The data
indicates that the null point is still clearly observed but there is considerable noise in the
system. This test verified that the antenna rotator system had the potential to identify the
location of a distress signal but needed refinement before it could be integrated into SAVER.
In order to eliminate some of the non-directional noise, a 18” aluminum box was placed
around the power detector to shield its sensitive components from ambient RF noise and
the noise given off by the circuitry of the electrical components around the power detector.
To further eliminate noise, especially noise produced by other RF emitting equipment that
might be in the testing facility or present during SAVER’s hypothetical mission scenario, a
bandpass filter was added to the system. The bandpass filter attenuates all signals that fall
outside of the range 118MHz - 136MHz, which is the aircraft communications frequency
band. This will allow SAVER to identify and track the 121.5MHz distress signal and should
attenuate all other ambient RF noise at ground level. Fortunately, most aircraft band sig-
nals are produced by aircraft which are high in the atmosphere and should not introduce
considerable noise at ground level far from any airports.
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Figure 9: The bandpass filter (left) and the aluminum RF shielding box (right).
Figure 10: Signal strength as a function of antenna rotation using an aircraft band transmitter with
filtering on the receiver.
With the filter and RF shielding attached another indoor test was conducted where an
aircraft transceiver was transmitting at 123.5MHz (a non-distress frequency) and the an-
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tenna was swept through 180◦ of arc. The data in figure(10) represents a sample data set
from these tests. The data is not corrected for background and shows that with proper filter-
ing and shielding the system is capable of eliminating the ambient RF and directional noise
and producing a data set where directionality is preserved. What is more, is that the data
reveals that with proper filtering the received signal strength appears to obey the relation-
ship with rotation angle described in equation (1). This realization indicates that perhaps
the reasoning for eliminating the fixed antenna array was incomplete and that with proper
filtering and analog power detection the fixed offset array could be a viable solution.
With the confidence that the filtering and shielding eliminated the majority of the RF
noise additional tests were completed to characterize the behavior of the RDF system.
Figure 11: Signal strength as a function of antenna rotation using an aircraft band transmitter with
data taken at different distances
The RDF system was tested with the transmitter at several different distances to better
understand how its ability to determine the direction of the signal source might change
as a function of distance from the source. Due to NASA’s specifications, SAVER will
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only be required to navigate from a maximum distance of 50ft from the distress beacon
given size limitations of the NBL. The data in figure (11) reveals that the depth of the null
greatly decreases as a function of distance. This is not surprising given the multipath effects
caused by testing indoors. Fortunately, from a distance of 50ft the null point can still be
easily discerned by the microcontroller.
Figure 12: Signal strength as a function of antenna rotation using an aircraft band transmitter in the
same location with data taken over multiple consecutive sweeps.
A different test was conducted to identify how consistent the measured null point of
the RDF system is. The aircraft transmitter was held at a constant location and the RDF
system was allowed to sweep back and forth through 180◦ of arc many times. The data in
figure (12) indicates that the measured null point, representing the direction to the signal
source, is accurate to within ±20◦. This is likely do to sensor drift in the motor encoder,
and inconsistencies with the construction of the antenna used in the system. This test
indicated that the direction obtained with the RDF system will be within some error, but
given the distance SAVER is expected to cover and the length of the test mission scenario
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it should still allow for the system to navigate to within 2m of the astronaut as per NASA’s
requirements.
The subsystem tests of the RDF system indicate that it should identify the direction of
the signal source with an accuracy that will allow SAVER’s autonomous navigation system
to demonstrate a viable proof of concept.
2.1.4 Protective radome
Given that SAVER’s theoretical mission scenario includes a 15ft drop into the ocean, and
SAVER needs to be fully waterproof, a protective dome is needed to fully enclose the
antenna rotator system. When selecting the radome strength and signal attenuation were of
primary concern.
The radome is made from a repurposed vacuum bell jar made of 14” acrylic. Drop tests
from 15ft into the water verified that the radome could withstand potential impact with the
water.
There are several material properties that describe how a medium might interact with
electromagnetic radiation. The most important quantity for determining signal attenuation
as it passes through a medium is that medium’s dissipation factor δ . For materials with a
small dissipation factor the loss tangent is described as tan(δ )≈ δ [1]. The power of a RF





where P is the signal power as it exits the medium, P0 is the signal power as it enters the
medium, λ is the wavelength of light, and z is the thickness of the medium. Ideal materials
for radomes, given their low dissipation factors, are fiberglass and PTFE.
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Table 2: Power loss of an RF signal through a thin medium for different materials
Acrylic has a considerably higher power loss than PTFE and fiberglass but it is still so
low that the attenuation from the radome at 14” thickness will not hinder the RDF system’s
ability to identify the location of the distress signal source.
2.2 Controls
Figure 13: The SAVER test bed that was used to conduct the initial controls and electronics tests.
In order to navigate towards the astronaut’s ANGEL beacon, it is essential that SAVER
can accurately control its heading to a reference input. For the steering controller to be
successful, it has to turn SAVER to a reference heading with zero steady-state error and
produce a control effort that does not turn the steering servo past its operating range of π4
rad when the heading error is π4 rad.
While SAVER’s steering will use closed-loop control, the device’s speed will not use
feedback control. SAVER does not have a continuous speed requirement, and without
GPS, it is not possible to reliably measure SAVER’s speed, making closed-loop speed
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control unreliable at best. Given the controlled environment of the NBL testing and lack
of continuous speed requirement, open-loop speed control will work well for SAVER’s
test-case.
To develop the steering controller, the physical system was characterized by a linear
differential equation. Taking the Laplace Transform and rearranging that differential equa-
tion establishes the transfer function with SAVER’s heading (Θ) as the output and the servo








T is the maximum torque applied by the thruster, D is the approximate drag-torque
coefficient, and I is the rotational inertia of the testbed boat. This system equation assumes
a negligible servo time constant.
To determine the drag-torque coefficient, the test bed was spun in the water and the rate
at which it decelerated was recorded. It was clear from the data that the drag-torque had a
non-linear relationship with the angular speed of the test bed, but a linear operating range
was identified (figure (35)). To determine the testbed’s rotational inertia, the foam hull was
approximated as a rod rotating about its center. These approximations were used to define
the system parameters: Km = TD = 4.5
rad
s and τ =
I
D = 0.479s.
This model is a linear approximation of a nonlinear system. It is understood that, in
particular, the drag-torque will be non-linear; but, it is a satisfactory approximation for the
purposes of developing SAVER’s controller.
Figure 14: Closed-loop feedback control block diagram.
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Fortunately, the physical system is Type 1, meaning that it will have zero steady-state
error to a step input without control. A proportional controller was added to improve the
response of the system and limit the maximum control effort to a π4 rad error signal.
Figure 15: Left: Theoretical heading angle output step response. Right: Theoretical control effort
servo angle.
The theoretical controller has a gain of 0.5, producing a 2% settling time of 4.2 seconds.
To a unit step input, the maximum control effort is a turn of 0.5rad. Scaled to a π2 rad unit
step input, this would induce a control effort of π4 rad. The simulation of the theoretical
controller verifies that it will meet the control specifications.
SAVER uses a Raspberry Pi to manage the control algorithm. As such, the continuous-
time control law was discretized and implemented in software. The steering servo does
not take direct angle input commands, but rather a PWM duty cycle high-time of between
0µs and 2000µs corresponding to a turn of 0 rad and π rad, respectively. The steering
servo is set at neutral with a PWM high-time of 1000µs and has a maximum sweep from
-π4 rad to
π
4 rad. As a result, the theoretical control gain is scaled up to 160
µs
rad to produce
a PWM signal change between -250µs and +250µs. To test the control system, the foam
SAVER testbed was used in Zimmerman Pool and Thayer’s Fluids Lab. In open water
tests, the testbed controlled its heading accurately and consistently even in the presence of
large disturbances. To obtain data on the control system’s experimental step response, the
testbed was placed in the water with its bow pressed against the wall of the water trench
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in the Fluids Lab. The test bed was then subjected to significant step inputs and angular
displacement data from a point on its stern was recorded.
Figure 16: Experimental output heading angle step response. Low thrust PWM high-time = 1100,
2% settling time = 7s µs (left). Medium thrust PWM high-time = 1300, 2% settling time = 3.7s µs
(middle). High thrust PWM high-time = 1500, 2% settling time = 4.4s µs (right).
The data indicates that for higher thrust settings corresponding to a PWM duty cycle
input ≥ 1300µs, the control system’s settling time was close to the expected value. At a
lower thrust setting corresponding to PWM duty cycle input = 1100µs, the control system’s
settling time was acceptable but longer than the desired value. The longer settling time is
likely due to a combination of factors. The low thrust test was carried out in a different
pool from the other tests and the test bed was loaded with a different weight for the low
thrust test which non-negligibly changed its rotational inertia and, consequently, the closed-
loop system response. Changing the thrust output directly changes the open-loop system
gain, Km. At higher thrusts, the settling time of the system should not change, but the
oscillatory nature of the system’s response will increase as the closed-loop poles branch off
of the real axis for the root locus. At lower thrust settings it is plausible that the closed-
loop system poles rejoined the real-axis and one of them moved closer to the origin, thus
increasing the settling time of the system. There are also considerable non-linearities in the
physical system dynamics that could be affecting the system. Despite the combination of
these factors, the controller is still able to control the system rapidly for a variety of thrust
settings.
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After the testbed had been thoroughly tested the construction of SAVER’s final hull
commenced. Upon its completion, the control system needed to be updated for the new hull
dynamics. The system response could still be characterized by the same transfer functions,
only the gains and time constants needed to change. For the model tuned to SAVER’s new
dynamics Km = TD = 1.89
rad
s and τ =
I
D = 1.8s. Before the controller could be updated an
issue with the absolute orientation sensor needed to be solved.
The absolute orientation sensor is used to collect data on the dynamics of SAVER as it
traverses through the water and depends on measurements from an internal magnetometer,
accelerometer, and gyroscope to calculate the current orientation of the boat. The magne-
tometers are essential for determining the heading of SAVER, which is the most important
piece of data produced by the sensor. Unfortunately, the stepper motor contains a very
large permanent magnet which interferes with the magnetometer causing the absolute ori-
entation sensor to either be unable to produce data or to produce data that is chaotic and
inaccurate. Given the timeline of the project, the electronics compartment could not be
redesigned for the sensor to be placed in a more favorable location, and the stepper motor
could not be changed; as a result, the sensor could not be used to keep track of SAVER’s
realtime heading. This means that once the RDF system obtains a new heading the control
system will be unable to update the error signal until a new heading from the RDF system
is obtained. Fortunately, the RDF signal will theoretically obtain a new heading measure-
ment every three seconds. The direction measurement from the RDF system is effectively
an error signal between the heading of the boat and the direction to the emergency beacon.
Therefore, if the system is controlable with a 3 second sample time then the RDF system
can provide the error signal without the need for the orientation sensor. Given this change,
the feedback loop was changed such that the heading is measured in degrees, the control
effort is in % duty cycle, and the control effort can not exceed 1.5 (which is a 1.5% increase
in duty cycle) for an error of 45◦.
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Figure 17: Theoretical closed-loop response of the system. Unit step response (left), control effort
(right).
The response of the updated system revealed considerably different results to the initial
controller design. The updated dynamics of SAVER indicate that the system will take
longer to control, this is not surprising as the boat increased in size and weight considerably.
Additionally, the three second sample time motivated the extension of the settling time
considerably. Given the long sample time the error signal at each control step can be
expected to be relatively larger; as a result, SAVER will not move smoothly through the
water if the controller is optimized for a a short settling time and higher control effort. It
is more important that SAVER navigates gently towards the target than quickly adjusting
to the target heading with each control time step. Additionally, the duration of SAVER’s
mission scenario indicates that it has considerable time and distance to correct it’s heading;
therefore, a more smooth step response with reduced control effort will be sufficient. In the
hopes of preventing SAVER from veering off course it is also favorable that SAVER’s step




Figure 18: The power cable attachment to the stern of SAVER.
As SAVER approached its testing date at NASA the final design was constructed with the
intention of using an umbilical power supply as per NASA’s specifications. The primary
concerns of the umbilical system were weight and waterproofing, voltage loss in the cable,
and mechanical issues regarding the cable drag and interference during testing.
Given excessive lead times and scarcity of parts, we were unable to obtain neutrally
buoyant remote operated vehicle (ROV) power cables that are designed specifically for
marine applications. We used XT60 connectors to connect the power cable to the power
distribution system inside SAVER which are common in the hobby space and are water
resistant. To select the cable, there was a balance between optimizing for light weight wire
and power loss. Additionally, NASA restricted the thickness of wire used to a maximum of
12AWG. After testing with different thicknesses and weights of wire a 3-conductor 18AWG
waterproof cable was selected. The cable was light weight and had low friction insulation
minimizing the drag forces it would enact on SAVER during testing. While the thinner
wire was light weight making it easier for SAVER to move around, due to its length of
between 75ft and 100ft and smaller cross-sectional area, the voltage loss was considerable
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and posed its own challenges.
The motor driving SAVER draws significant current (a maximum rated current draw
of 80A) but is also capable of operating at lower current with significantly reduced output
thrust. Through experimentation with the power cable, the motor was observed to draw as
much current as it could such that the voltage drop across the cable brought the voltage
at the power distribution board down to the minimum motor operating voltage of 9.5V or
it reached its input RPM. Given the reduced power supply the voltage limited case was
usually reached first. The total resistance in the power cable was measured to be 0.96Ω
indicating that with a 12V supply the motor and the other electronics could draw no more
than 2.6A which was hardly enough current to propel SAVER forward.
Given that the power system is limited by the voltage level of the supply and is far
from the maximum current draw, a boost converter was introduced onto the power supply
end of the power cable to increase SAVER’s effective input voltage at the expense of its
maximum effective input current. The boost converter accepts 12V as input and outputs
24V at a maximum current of 10A. The converter is rated at 96% efficiency indicating that
with a 12V input to achieve a 10A, 24V output it would require a 20.83A input, which is
within NASA’s allowed range. With the input voltage to the power cable raised to 24V and
given the line resistance, the maximum current that can pass through the cable such that the
motor is operating at or above the minimum input voltage of 9.5V is 15.1A. This maximum
current draw is greater than the maximum output allowed by the boost converter. SAVER’s
speed will be reduced such that the maximum current draw from the boost converter is
below 10A. Given that the current available to the motor from the boost converter is below
the current that pulls the voltage at the motor to 9.5V, the motor’s input speed command
needed to be low enough such that there was sufficient current to power the microcontroller,
power detector, stepper motor, and other electronics from the output of the boost converter.
From experiment, the electrical system excluding the motor drew a maximum of 650mA
with a 9.5V input. During testing in the water with the boost converter the motor was ob-
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served to never exceed a 4A current draw from the boost converter for the given low speed
command. The measurement of the motor’s current consumption indicates that there is
sufficient current available from the boost converter to power both the motor and the other
electronics for SAVER’s mission scenario.
The low power available to SAVER as a result of NASA’s requirements, allowed for
SAVER’s design to neglect much of the thermal issues that will arise at higher, more real
world, power consumption levels. At the testing power level, SAVER will be able to remain
cool due to unforced convection cooling with the air. SAVER’s motor has a measured
internal resistance of 13.3mΩ meaning that when operating at 4A, as measured for the
testing case, the motor will produce 1.6W as heat. If the motor is at 60◦C then the unforced
convective heat loss with the air will be approximately 1.76W indicating that the motor will
not exceed that temperature.
This prototype of SAVER has the primary objective is to fulfill NASA’s requirements
for testing at the JSC NBL; however, given the problem space additional analysis was
completed to identify the power and thermal needs of SAVER when using battery power.
The battery power supply was sized so that it could supply enough power for SAVER
to operate at max power consumption for 5 minutes (the time it should take SAVER to
travel 300m at max speed). SAVER will be deployed via the drone to within 100m of the
astronaut, and this range was increased to 300m to account for headwind, waves, and other
disturbances that increase power demands.
Component Voltage (V) Current (A) Power (W)
Raspberry Pi 5 3 15
ESC 5 5 25
Brushless Motor (continuous) 22.2 80 1776
Servo 5 4 20
Stepper motor 12 2.5 30
Power detector 5 0.05 0.25
ADC 5 0.0005 0.0025
Total 1.826k
Table 3: Power Accounting. Tabulated values of SAVER’s maximum possible power consumption.
SAVER should only consume this much power if all motors are stalled and the auxiliary electronics
are functioning at max power (highly unlikely).
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When operating at full power, SAVER requires a 150Wh battery to be sufficiently pow-
ered for its mission duration. The electrical components’ actual full-throttle power con-
sumption was verified experimentally. The electronics test bed experimentation revealed
that, when running at max thrust output, the COTS motor drew 107A at 22V, while it is
only rated for 80A. Current limiting measures will be put in place going forward to prevent
damage to the electronics [6].
The effective internal resistance of the motor was measured to be 13.3mΩ, indicating
that at max current draw the motor would dissipate 85W as heat. Due to this intense thermal
load, a water cooling system capable of removing all excess heat needs to be developed to
ensure the motor and other electronics maintain an operating temperature of no more 60◦C.
2.4 Composite layup
In order to guarantee that SAVER was self righting and stable, it was designed to have a
custom hull. There were two major components to the construction of SAVER’s custom
fiberglass hull: the negative mold, and the fiberglass layup.
2.4.1 Negative mold
Figure 19: The negative mold for the composite layup. The image was captured after the hull was
removed from the mold.
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To produce an effective composite part, the epoxy impregnated fabric is typically laid on
the inside of a negative mold of the final part. To produce a high quality part, and ensure
that it can be removed from the mold, the mold surface must be incredibly smooth and
sealed, such that the epoxy resin does not soak into the mold material. A cost effective
and sturdy material to construct the mold is medium density fiberboard (MDF). MDF can
be machined and sands very nicely. To construct the mold, 14” MDF sheets were glued
together to form billets three inches deep. A total of three billets made up the mold. Each
billet was machined into a section of the hull negative and then the sections were glued
together. Once the mold sections were glued together, they were sanded with coarse grit
sand paper to remove all machine marks. With the machine marks removed, the MDF mold
was progressively sanded to 400 grit sand paper. The mold was then split down the middle
and joined together using threaded rod and lock nuts. The mold was split so that it could
be broken down once the composite layup cured, making removing the custom hull easier.
Once the split mold was sufficiently sanded, and had its imperfections smoothed out with
putty, it was sprayed with acrylic car paint to seal the porous MDF. The paint layer was
then sanded to 600 grit sand paper to create a smoother surface. As a low cost mold release
solution, packing tape was applied to the mold. Packing tape creates an impermeable layer
that the epoxy resin will not penetrate and does not allow epoxy to adhere to it very well.
To ensure that the mold can be opened to release the part, the tape is cut along the seem
of the mold. Lastly, poly vinyl alcohol, PVA, is applied to the tape layer as a final mold
release agent. With the mold prepared, the fiberglass layup can commence.
2.4.2 Layup
The composite layup is not a particularly challenging procedure at face value but good
preparation is essential to the layup of a high quality part and often takes years of experience
to get right. In order to maximize the strength of a composite part it needs to be made out of
as many continuous pieces of fiberglass as possible and the fabric layers need to alternate
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such that the weaves are 45◦ offset from the previous layer. To achieve the 45◦ offset the
segments of fiberglass fabric that are cut for each layer simply need to be cut either parallel
or 45◦ diagonally across the fabric weaves.
It is important to minimize the number of fiberglass sheets that make up each layer, as
each joint between sheets is a potential weak point. In order to create the sheets that make
up each layer the 2D fiberglass fabric needs to be cut such that when folded it matches the
3D shape of SAVER’s hull. Fortunately when the 7-1/2 oz fiberglass fabric is wetted with
epoxy resin it is pliable but the fabric still needs to be cut into effective geometries that
conform to the 3D structure of the mold. The preparation of the fabric is very much more
an art than a science, as was much of the mold and layup perpetration. Once the fiberglass
sheets are cut, they can be wetted with epoxy resin such that all the excess is squeegeed
out, ensuring the proper fiberglass to epoxy ratio, and then laid onto the negative mold [8].
It is important to add small additional fiberglass sheets to add reinforcement to the joint
areas between panels. Once all of the wetter fiberglass is placed onto the negative mold, it
must be placed inside a vacuum bag with peel ply placed over the wet fiberglass to prevent
it from sticking to the bag. The vacuum bag applies pressure to the composite layup as
it cures. This pressure ensures that the layers are compacted as they harden increasing
strength. The vacuum also brings any excess epoxy to the surface so that it can be easily
sanded away or absorbed by the peel ply. Depending on the hardener used in the epoxy
mixture, the part will need a few to many hours to fully harden.
SAVER’s hull is four layers thick at its thinnest point, and up to eight layers thick
in the most heavily reinforced areas such as the thruster mount. The composite hull had
some delaminations of some of the layers near the stern of the hull inside the boat, but the
composite is strong enough and conformed excellently to the negative producing a viable
hull for SAVER. Once the fully hardened part was removed from the mold, it was cleaned
and sanded. The fiberglass is not waterproof immediately after it cures, it needs to be
resealed. The interior of the hull is painted with a thin layer of epoxy, and the exterior
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is covered in a gelcoat paint that creates a durable, low friction, and waterproof barrier
sealing the hull. With the composite hull completed and waterproofed the electronics can
be mounted, and the lid secured.
3 System integration
With the completion of the the custom fiberglass hull the subsystem components could be
put in place. The hull has holes cut for the thruster mount and thruster output. The thurster
was epoxied into place using a thickening agent that would create a secure and watertight
seal, filling the gaps between the thurster plate and the hull. Any leaking sections of the
thruster mount were sealed with marine polyurethane caulk.
With the thruster in place the main bulkhead, separating the cargo bay from the elec-
tronics and thruster compartment, and the supportive ribbing were secured in place using
marine adhesive. The electronics are placed on an acrylic plate that acts as a barrier be-
tween the thruster and the other sensitive electronics. The electronics acrylic plate sits on
top of the supportive ribbing and a shelf on the bulkhead and is secured in place with Vel-
cro. The entire device is the enclosed in a 14” acrylic lid with a rubber gasket that provides
a watertight seal. On top of the lid near the stern of the boat there is a small steering servo
that is attached the the thruster output nozzle by a steering arm which allows for the control
system to steer the boat. The electronics system is connected to the steering servo, stepper
motor, electronic speed controller, and the brushless motor powering the jut thruster. All
system’s mechanical and electrical are now working in concert.
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Figure 20: SAVER’s final construction.
4 Full system testing
In order to verify SAVER’s functionality, two classes of tests were completed. The first
test was designed to verify SAVR’s hull stability and ability to self right. The second set of
tests were designed to test SAVER’s ability to navigate towards a distress signal.
4.1 Roll test
The roll test consisted of SAVER starting in the water floating normally and then being
slowly rotated until the boat capsized. Once the boat was capsized it was released. In every
test, SAVER was able to right itself immediately. This is in part due to the fact that the hull
was designed to be stable through 80◦ of heal, but also because the added volume on top of
the lid from the radome makes the capsized position so unstable that SAVER is completely
self righting. The roll test also verified that SAVER’s gaskets create reliable watertight
seals around the entire hull.
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4.2 Navigation test
Figure 21: A simplified diagram of SAVER’s autonomous navigation test.
The autonomous navigation tests were designed to replicate the NBL’s proposed testing
plan. SAVER begins pointed in the general direction of and 50ft from the aircraft radio
transmitter symbolizing a distress beacon and is allowed to autonomously navigate towards
the signal while the transmitter pulses with a 33% duty cycle and a period of three seconds.
Over the course of these tests the biggest hindrance to SAVER’s ability to navigate towards
the beacon was the drag from the umbilical power cable. This was mitigated by having
someone in the water provide sufficient slack in the cable behind SAVER as it traveled
through the water. Over the course of 40 tests where SAVER was pointed in the general
direction of the beacon it successfully reached the distress beacon approximately 50% of
the time. The failure modes were generally related to the stepper motor driver malfunction-
ing and turning the antenna incorrectly throwing off the antenna’s reference orientation, or
tension and tangling in the power cable causing SAVER to veer off course. SAVER also
encountered issues with its long steering sample time. If SAVER turned past the point
where its heading was 90◦ to the direction towards the distress beacon it would then begin
to navigate along the line directly away from the signal source due to the symmetry of
the antenna. Tests were conducted to attempt to turn SAVER around if it was navigating
away from the signal source but without the orientation sensor any open-loop turnaround
sequence was not reliable enough to consistently course correct SAVER. Lastly, each time
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SAVER successfully arrived at the distress beacon its shut down sequence engaged 100%
of the time. These tests were completed several times and with SAVER beginning at differ-
ent initial headings relative to the signal source direction. SAVER was also tested to verify
its ability to correct for disturbances along its journey where the device might be pushed
by debris or a wave. These disturbances had no negative impact on SAVER’s navigation
capabilities so long as they did not turn the device such that its heading direction was past
90◦ with respect to the signal direction.
5 Results
The roll test yielded promising results and indicates that the hull was designed and con-
structed well. SAVER’s hull is completely stable and will return to the upright position
from any orientation. The composite hull, lid, and radome are all waterproof and will
adequately protect the payload and sensitive electronics during NBL testing.
The navigation tests revealed many of the limitations of SAVER’s design as well as
its capability for success. SAVER was only successful 50% of the time in a specific edge
case scenario, when SAVER is dropped in an orientation where it is pointing generally
towards the astronaut. Due to the symmetry of the loop antenna, and the failure of the
absolute orientation sensor, the more complicated edge cases where the emergency beacon
is facing the side of SAVER or if SAVER begins traveling away from the beacon could not
be solved. While SAVER’s testing results are imperfect, they are successful in providing a
viable proof of concept that will motivate future iterations of the device. SAVER’s failure
modes demonstrate limitations in the system programming, the RDF and controls system,
and the power cable. These insights indicate that while SAVER’s hardware and software
need to be updated and made more robust, the core theory motivating the overall design
framework is sound. With some redesigned hardware and improved programming, I am
confident given the potential of the RDF system that SAVER could successfully navigate
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the more difficult edge cases. SAVER’s proximity detection system was 100% successful in
its ability to stop SAVER within 2m of the beacon. These positive results indicate that the
method of using average received signal strength as a metric for distance from the beacon
is a viable solution method of detecting proximity to the distress signal.
6 Future work
6.1 Radio Direction Finding
In order to make SAVER a more successful and viable product significant redesign is re-
quired on the RDF system. The entire electronics system except for the bandpass filter
needs to be updated. A microcontroller that is optimized for SAVER’s mission needs to be
identified to replace the Raspberry Pi. The power meter needs to be replaced with a more
accurate and sensitive sensor with a wider detection range. The current power detector
was limited in its accuracy and its ability to detect low power signals. The antenna rotator
system needs to be redesigned such that the antenna rotates the same distance each sweep
and corrects the encoder sensor drift. One solution would be to incorporate switches that
are mechanically triggered when the antenna has rotated a certain physical distance. These
switches tell the motor to stop and will allow the encoders to recalibrate in case of sensor
drift. These switches will ensure that the stepper rotates through the same arc regardless
of potential disturbances or motor driver error. Another solution would be to replace the
stepper motor with a servo with high position accuracy. The use of a high position accuracy
servo would greatly reduce any odometry error but would limit the rotation speed and range
of the antenna. The antenna will need to be replaced with a higher quality rod-loop antenna
which has a cardiod shaped radiation pattern [2]. This way the antenna will have a single
null and allow for an absolute direction towards to distress beacon to be obtained. Lastly,
the electronics will need to be integrated onto PCBs and placed into a physical shock and
waterproof box to provide added protection.
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6.2 Controls
The control algorithm and system need to be further optimized to ensure SAVER is capa-
ble of navigating towards the distress signal. The absolute orientation sensor needs to be
properly shielded from ambient RF interference caused by SAVER’s circuits and placed far
enough from any magnetic fields so that its magnetometers will remain functional. With
the reintegration of the absolute orientation sensor, SAVER’s control algorithms can be
greatly improved. In order to prevent the possible failure of the mechanical steering system
the steering arm will be constructed out of more durable plastic or metal. Alternatively,
a second thruster could be added to enable SAVER to steer using variable thrust from the
different thrusters. The control programming needs to be updated to account for edge cases
where SAVER begins in the sideways or backwards directions, which will be made simpler
by the use of a rod-loop antenna capable of detecting the absolute direction towards the
distress signal.
6.3 Power
For real world use SAVER will need to be designed to run off of battery power. This means
that a battery must be properly sized and space added to the electronics compartment for
the battery to sit. More importantly, a robust water cooling system needs to be introduced.
This system will bypass some of the water that comes out of the thruster output via a small
tube through SAVER’s stern. The tube will run water through a motor cooling jacket and a
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8 Appendix
8.1 Images
Figure 22: The absolute orientation sensor (left) and the analog to digital converter (right).
Figure 23: The system microcontroller, a Raspberry Pi 3B+.
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Figure 24: The logarithmic power detector contained in its RF shielding aluminum box.
Figure 25: The system microcontroller, a Raspberry Pi 3B+.
Figure 26: SAVER loaded with water an a medical kit closed up.
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Figure 27: Bird’s eye view of SAVER opened up.
Figure 28: Side view of assembled SAVER.
Figure 29: Bulk head and supportive ribbing for SAVER.
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Figure 30: SAVER’s lid.
Figure 31: Garrett Rawlings in the pool with SAVER before accessing emergency supplies.
Figure 32: SAVER’s thruster mounted, epoxied and sealed in place.
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Figure 33: Servo torque speed curves.
Figure 34: Motor torque speed curves.
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Figure 35: Angular speed of the testbed hull as it decelerates from a constant rotational speed.
8.2 Code
Below is the program that manages the entire system autonomously. It excludes any open-
loop turnaround functionality written in python.
# Andrew Skow
# ENGS 88, 21S
# This program will host the control system for the SAVER vessel
# import libraries
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO






import adafruit_mcp3xxx.mcp3008 as MCP
from adafruit_mcp3xxx.analog_in import AnalogIn
from Robogaia import Encoder6
#import adafruit_bno055
import math
import numpy as np
# Use these lines for I2C
i2c = busio.I2C(board.SCL, board.SDA)
time.sleep(1)
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# instantiate the encoders
encoders = Encoder6()
# encoder code starts here. Makes sure that both can work on the SPI Bus
encoders.InitializeEncoders()
# create the spi bus
spi = busio.SPI(clock=board.SCK, MISO=board.MISO, MOSI=board.MOSI)
# create the cs (chip select)
cs = digitalio.DigitalInOut(board.D22)
# create the mcp object
mcp = MCP.MCP3008(spi, cs)
# create an analog input channel on pin 0
chan0 = AnalogIn(mcp, MCP.P0)
#instantiate the motor
Motor1 = DRV8825(dir_pin=13, step_pin=19, enable_pin=12, mode_pins=(16, 17, 20))
Motor1.SetMicroStep(’hardware’,’fullstep’)
# obtain a scan of the background signal
background = 0
for i in range(0, 200):
# get the signal strength data
background += chan0.voltage
if(i < 100):
# spin the motor a little bit
Motor1.TurnStep(Dir=’forward’, steps=1, stepdelay = 0.002)
Motor1.Stop
else :
# spin the motor a little backwards
Motor1.TurnStep(Dir=’backward’, steps=1, stepdelay = 0.002)
Motor1.Stop
background = background/200




esc_pwm = GPIO.PWM(ESC, 50)
GPIO.setup(SERVO, GPIO.OUT)
servo_pwm = GPIO.PWM(SERVO, 50)











# start the servo
servo_pwm.start(0)
























curr_time = curr_time - start_time
interval_ctr = curr_time
interval_rdf = curr_time
# start the timer
while (go == 1):
# in between antenna and control sample times simply wait for a maximum value
prev_strength = curr_strength
curr_strength = chan0.voltage
# check if it is high enough
if(curr_strength > 1.4*background and prev_strength < 1.4*background) :
check_antenna = 1
# get the current time
curr_time = time.perf_counter() - start_time
# check if we are at the sample time for the RDF
if(check_antenna == 1):
# turn the motor and collect data each time
for i in range(0, 100):
# read the encoder
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encoder_val = encoders.ReadEncoder(1)
# get the signal strength data
strength = chan0.voltage
if(clkwise == 1):
# spin the motor a little bit
Motor1.TurnStep(Dir=’forward’, steps=1, stepdelay = 0.002)
Motor1.Stop




# spin the motor a little backwards
Motor1.TurnStep(Dir=’backward’, steps=1, stepdelay = 0.002)
Motor1.Stop








for k in range(0, 100):
# check if the current signal is a new min
if(signal_strength_array[k] <= min_strength):
min_strength = signal_strength_array[k]
heading_hold = encoder_val_array[k] + 90




# check if raw heading is mostly pos or neg
if(raw_heading[j] < 0):
pos = pos - 1
else :
pos = pos + 1
j = j + 1
# average the three headings
if(j == 3):
for p in range(1,3):
if(pos > 0):
if(raw_heading[p] > 0):


















# update the interval
check_antenna = 0
# check if we are at the sample time for the control
if ((curr_time - interval_ctr) > Ts_ctr):
# correct for none value
if (yaw != None):
# calculate error signal
error = heading
# correct for error greater than 180 degrees
if (error > 180) :
error = error - 2*180
elif (error < -180) :
error = error + 2*180
duty = 0.03*error + 7.5







# check if SAVER is close enough to the diver to shut down
if(max_strength >= 1.4):
go = 0
# reset the servo and power down ESC
encoders.Cleanup()
Motor1.Stop
esc_pwm.stop()
#servo_pwm.stop()
print("goodbye")
exit()
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